Ring of Combat 71 Professional MMA  
Friday, February 21, 2020  
Tropicana Casino Hotel  Atlantic City

1. 3rds4mins  
145 Judges Bilyk, Colon, Holland. Ref Peterson  
Mike Gonzalez (143-004) vs Andrew Salas (125-756)  
Gonzalez (144.5) Salas (145)  
Gonzalez wins unanimous decision in three rounds, all three judges 29-28.

2 3rds4mins  
160 Judges Bilyk, Carolei, Colon. Ref Peterson  
Justin Montalvo (152-400) vs Douglas LoBasso (119-390)  
Montalvo (159) LoBasso (160.25)  
Montalvo wins KO punch at 0:36 of round one.  
LoBasso suspended 60 days for KO/14 days no contact

3. 3rds4mins  
175 Judges Bilyk, Carolei, Holland. Ref Kerrigan  
Shamidkhan Magomedov (162-959) vs Nicholas Willey (126-129)  
Magomedov (175.5) Willey (174.25)  
Magomedov wins TKO referee stoppage due to unanswered strikes at 2:47 of round two.  
Willey suspended 30 days/14 days no contact

4. 3rds4mins  
170 Judges Colon, Carolei, Holland. Ref Kerrigan  
Alex Brown (154-415) vs Mike Ahearn (151-629)  
Brown (169.75) Ahearn (170)  
Brown wins tap due to guillotine at 1:34 of round two.

5 3rds4mins  
135 Judges Bilyk, Carolei, Colon. Ref Oliver  
Efrain Escareno (139-052) vs Danny Ramirez (137-878)  
Escareno (135.75) Ramirez (136)  
Escareno wins split decision in three rounds, 29-28, 29-28 and 28-29 Carolei

6. 3rds4mins  
185 Judges Bilyk, Carolei, Holland. Ref Peterson  
Devon Mosley (123-279) vs Lirim Rufati (150-201)  
Mosley (186) Rufati (185.5)  
Rufati wins TKO referee stoppage due to unanswered strikes 0:38 of round two.  
Mosley suspended 30 days for TKO

7. SUPERFIGHT 3rds4mins  
185 Judges Bilyk, Carolei, Holland, Ref Kerrigan  
Chase Gamble (128-557) vs Joseph Pyfer (150-804)  
Gamble (184.75) Pyfer (186)  
Pyfer wins TKO referee stoppage at 1:04 of round two.  
Gamble suspended 30 days for TKO  
Gamble suspended 60 days for forehead laceration  
Gamble suspended indefinite pending orthopedic clearance of left 3rd finger

8 TITLE 3rds5mins
170 Judges Bilyk, Colon, Holland. Ref Oliver
John Ramirez (142-299) vs Troy Green (133-215)
Ramirez (170.75) Green (171)
Green wins unanimous decision in three rounds, all three judges 29-28.

9. TITLE 3rds5mins
145 Judges Carolei, Colon, Holland Ref Peterson
Dennis Buzukja (149-894) vs Tim Dooling (130-837)
Buzukja (145.5) Dooling (146)
Buzukja wins unanimous decision in three rounds, 30-26, 30-26 and 29-28 Colon.
Dooling suspended indefinite pending hospital evaluation
Buzukja suspended 60 days for left brow and scalp lacerations

Staff-
Referees Liam Kerrigan, Gasper Oliver and Keith Peterson
Judges Jon Bilyk, Donnie Carolei, Eric Colon and Munah Holland
Ringside Physicians Dr. Steven Oxler and Dr. Wei Xu
Medical Inspectors Steve Cirone and Hayward Reeder
Drug Testing Supervisor Bryan Russell
Timekeeper Melissa Kerrigan
Scorekeeper Ellen Rubin
Inspectors Jay Esperon, Henry Krawiec, Bob Levy, Jerry Martinez, Torres Mayfield, Carol Perry, Ron Reighn, James Smith, Rob Suchocki and Makeda White
Weigh in Supervisor Henry Krawiec
Announcer Peter Neglia